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1. **Time:**
10 A.M.

2. **Place:**
In Front of The Presidential Building, Taipei

3. **Events:**
a. Parade: Air Fly-over & Troops passing Review  
b. Address by the President

4. **Commander of Troops:**
Lt General Cheng Wei-yuan, CMC

5. **Observation Stands:** (See Attached Chart)
a. Review Stand: The Central Section of The Grand Stand  
b. Observation Stands: Section 1-16, Section N1-4, Section S1-4
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6. **Expected Time of Arrival of Guests:**
Not Later Than 9:30 A.M.

7. **Costume:**
a. Chinese  
   Civilians: Chinese formal gown, Chum Shun tunic, or business suit.  
   Military: Summer dress uniform with medals.

b. Foreign Guests:
   Civilians: Dress or business suit.
   Military: Summer dress uniform with medals.

8. **Identification Tags** (which are issued together with the Invitation):
It is requested that identification tags be worn on the flap of the upper left pocket of the outer garment. Those wearing medals are requested to wear the tags on the flap of the right upper pocket. ID tags may only be used by the person to whom it has been issued. In case of loss, please notify the
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Protocol Division, Ministry of National Defense, Tel #27051, immediately. Any person of any age will not be admitted unless an ID tag is worn on person.

9. **Salute:**
   a. During the 21 gun salute, marking the President's arrival at the Review Position, guests are requested to stand at attention (with hats off), while military will render hand salute.
   
b. The same is requested during the passage of the national color, but not the service standards.

10. **Air Raid Dispersion:**
    a. In case of an air raid alarm, guests will mount at various parking areas, and follow the dispersion routes indicated on the vehicle passes.
    
b. MND buses will be ready at the Chung-hua Road parking area for those without transportation. These buses will begin movement at eight
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    minutes after the air raid warning is given.
    
c. When an emergency air alarm is sounded without permitting sufficient time for dispersion, guests will be ushered to the shelters designated on the back of their ID tags.

11. **Fire arms:**
    No fire arms of any type will be carried by the guests.

12. **Cameras:**
    To take pictures, guests are requested to remain in their designated seats, and not to disturb the sighting of the others. Authorized photographers will comply with the arrangement made by the Information Bureau, MND.

13. **Car calling Service:**
    After the departure of the President from the Review Stand at the end of the ceremony, cars parked at Po-ai Road may be called, through the pub-
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    lic-address system behind the Grand Stand, to the Grand Stand, while others will proceed to the designated parking areas for their transportation. In case of rain, the public address
system will provide car calling service for all guests.

19. Vehicle Passes:  
Designated points for alighting, mounting and parking are indicated on the back of each vehicle pass, which must be displayed on the upper right side of the windshield.

15. Usher Service:  
a. ushers will guide all guests to their designated seats on the Grand Stand.

b. Information concerning drinking water, toilet, etc. may be obtained from the ushers or information center.

c. First aid station is located at the southern side of the Grand Stand.
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16. Memo for aides and drivers:  
a. Aides are requested to assume designated seats, while drivers will wait in the cars.

b. No traffic on Chieh Shou Road will be permitted from 9 A.M. until the ceremony is over. Please detour through Ai-kuo East (and West) Road to approach the Presidential Building after 9 A.M.
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